
The Roman Empire During The 2nd Century
Illustrated: A Journey through Time
Step into a time machine and travel back to the 2nd century to witness the
grandeur and magnificence of the Roman Empire. With its mighty armies,
magnificent architecture, and influential leaders, this era holds a special place in
history. Join us on this captivating journey as we explore the social, cultural, and
political aspects of the Roman Empire during the 2nd century. Brace yourself for
an awe-inspiring adventure through the pages of history!

The Rise of the Roman Empire

The origins of the Roman Empire can be traced back to the 8th century BCE,
when Rome was just a small city-state. However, it wasn't until the 2nd century
BCE that Rome truly began its ascent to greatness. This period, known as the
Roman Republic, witnessed a series of conquests that established Rome as a
formidable power in the Mediterranean region.

By the 2nd century CE, the Roman Empire had expanded its territories far
beyond the Italian Peninsula. Its vast dominions stretched from Britain in the
northwest to Egypt in the southeast, covering millions of square kilometers. The
empire was divided into provinces governed by appointed officials who ensured
the empire's stability and prosperity.
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Emperors and Leaders of the 2nd Century

It is impossible to discuss the Roman Empire during the 2nd century without
mentioning the influential emperors who shaped its destiny. Among the prominent
leaders is the benevolent Emperor Trajan, whose reign marked the peak of
Roman military power and territorial expansion.

Another noteworthy emperor of the 2nd century is Hadrian, known for his
significant contributions to architecture and the construction of Hadrian's Wall in
present-day England. His reign also witnessed the strengthening of the empire's
borders and the promotion of Roman culture across its vast territories.

The Splendors of Roman Architecture

One of the lasting legacies of the Roman Empire is its groundbreaking
architectural achievements. Take a virtual tour through the iconic structures that
adorned the empire during the 2nd century.

The Colosseum, a monumental amphitheater in Rome, stands as a symbol of
Rome's grandeur and the decadence of Roman society. Built to accommodate
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tens of thousands of spectators, the Colosseum hosted various spectacles,
including gladiatorial contests, chariot races, and theatrical performances.

The Pantheon, another jewel of Roman architecture, showcases the empire's
advanced engineering and mathematical genius. Its massive dome, supported by
a drum with perfectly proportioned columns, continues to awe visitors with its
magnificence.

The Roman Army: Pillar of Strength

Central to the success of the Roman Empire was its formidable military force.
During the 2nd century, the Roman army was at the height of its power, vastly
outnumbering and outmaneuvering its enemies.

The Roman legions, renowned for their discipline and organization, safeguarded
the empire's borders and secured its vast territories. Taking a closer look at their
armor, weapons, and battle strategies, we gain further insight into their awe-
inspiring military prowess.

Social Life and Culture

Delve into the daily lives of the Romans during the 2nd century as we explore the
social dynamics and cultural practices of the time. From the extravagant
banquets of the wealthy elite to the bustling markets where merchants traded
exotic goods, discover the vibrant tapestry of Roman society.

The Roman Empire was known for its cultural assimilation, embracing influences
from conquered territories. Gladiatorial games, chariot races, and theater were
among the popular forms of entertainment that captivated the masses. Explore
the art, literature, and philosophy that flourished during this golden age of Roman
culture.



The Decline and Fall

As we near the end of our journey, we must confront the inevitable decline and
fall of the Roman Empire. The 2nd century served as a turning point, laying the
foundations for the empire's eventual demise. Economic crises, political
instability, and external pressures all contributed to the gradual decline of the
once-mighty empire.

However, even as the empire crumbled, its enduring legacy continued to shape
the world. The Roman legal system, engineering marvels, and the spread of Latin
as a language all left an indelible mark on the civilizations that followed.

As our journey through the ancient Roman Empire during the 2nd century comes
to an end, we are left with a deep appreciation for the incredible achievements of
this remarkable civilization. From its powerful military and awe-inspiring
architecture to its cultural vibrancy and lasting contributions, the Roman Empire
continues to captivate our imagination and shape the course of history. Let us
embrace the lessons of the past and carry the spirit of ancient Rome into the
future.
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Before the murderers of Domitian raised their hands to strike the fatal blow, they
looked around, we read, to find a successor to replace him. Others whom they
sounded on the subject shrunk away in fear or in suspicion, till they thought of M.
Cocceius Nerva, who was likely to fill worthily the office that would soon be
vacant.
Little is known of his career for more than sixty years, till after he had twice been
consul, and when his work seemed almost done, he rose for a little while to take
the highest place on earth. The tyrant on the throne had eyed him darkly, had
banished him because he heard that the stars pointed in his case to the signs of
sovereign power, and indeed only spared his life because other dabblers in the
mystic lore said that he was fated soon to die. The sense of his danger,
heightened by his knowledge of the plot, made Nerva bold when others flinched;
so he lent the conspirators his name, and rose by their help to the imperial seat.
He had dallied with the Muses, and courted poetry in earlier years; but he showed
no creative aims as ruler, and no genius for heroic measures. The fancy or the
sanguine confidence of youth was chequered perhaps by waning strength and
feeble health, or more probably a natural kindliness of temper made him more
careful of his people's wants. After the long nightmare of oppression caused by
the caprices of a moody despot, Rome woke again to find herself at rest under a
sovereign who indulged no wanton fancies, but was gentle and calm and
unassuming, homely in his personal bearing, and thrifty with the coffers of the
state. He had few expensive tastes, it seemed, and little love for grand parade,
refusing commonly the proffered statues and gaudy trappings of official rank. As
an old senator, he felt a pride in the dignity of the august assembly, consulted it in
all concerns of moment, and pledged himself to look upon its members' lives as
sacred. A short while since and they were cowering before Domitian's sullen
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frown, or shut up in the senate house by men-at-arms while the noblest of their
number were dragged out before their eyes to death. But now they had an
Emperor who treated them as his peers, who listened patiently to their debates,
and met them on an easy footing in the courtesies of social life. He rose above
the petty jealousy which looks askant at brilliant powers or great historic names,
and chose even as his colleague in the consulship the old Verginius Rufus, in
whose hands once lay the imperial power had he only cared to grasp it. Nor was
he haunted by suspicious fears, such as sometimes give the timid a fierce
appetite for blood. For when he learnt that a noble of old family had formed a plot
against his life, he took no steps to punish him, but kept him close beside him in
his train, talked to him at the theatre with calm composure, and even handed him
a sword to try its edge and temper, as if intent to prove that he had no mistrustful
or revengeful thought.
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